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Sales are down -16.4% 
month-over-month. 
The year-over-year 
comparison shows an 
increase of +2.9%.
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Closed MLS sales with a close of escrow date from 7/1/2017 to 7/31/2017, 0 day DOM sales removed



Total inventory has a 
month-over-month de-
crease of -2.3% while 
year-over-year reflects 
a decrease of -8.8%.

New inventory is down 
-13.1% month-over-
month while the year- 
over-year comparison 
shows a decrease of 
-1.4%.

New MLS listings that were active for at least one day from 7/1/2017 to 7/31/2017, 0 day DOM sales removed

Snapshot of statuses on 7/31/2017
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Months supply of in- 
ventory for June was 
2.35 with July at 2.74.

July UCB listings 
percent of total inven- 
tory was 16.5% with July 
CCBS listings at 2.5% of 
total inventory.+6.7%..

Snapshot of statuses on 7/31/2017

Current inventory of Active/UCB/CCBS divided by the monthly sales volume of JULY 2017, 0 day DOM sales removed
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MLS sales prices for closed listings with a close of escrow date from 7/1/2017 to 7/31/2017, 0 day DOM sales removed

The average sales price 
is up +8.6% year-over-
year while the year-over-
year median sales price 
is also up +7.6%.

Average new list prices 
are up +4.6% year-over-
year. The year-over-year 
median is up +3.4%.

List prices of new listings with list dates from 7/1/2017 to 7/31/2017, 0 day DOM sales removed
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Snapshot of public records data on 7/31/2017 active residential notices and residential REO properties

Foreclosures pend-
ing month-over-month 
showed a decrease of 
-4.2% while the year- 
over-year figure was 
down -24.6%.

A slight decrease is fore-
casted for average sales 
price while median sales 
price had no change in 
July.

ARMLS proprietary predictive model forecast, 0 day DOM sales removed
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MLS sales prices for closed listings with a close of escrow date from 7/1/2017 to 7/31/2017, 0 day DOM sales removed

Days on market were 
down -7 days year-over-
year while month-over- 
month decreased -10 
days.

Distressed sales ac- 
counted for 2.2% of total 
sales, down from the 
previous month of 2.1%.
Short sales dropped 
-50.0% year-over-year.
Lender owned sales 
dropped -33.3% year- 
over-year.7%..

New MLS listings that were active for at least one day from 7/1/2017 to 7/31/2017, 0 day DOM sales removed
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COMMENTARY

  

We like to use STAT as a way to share and promote the observations of other local housing analysts, particularly 
when they do a fantstic job of expressing what we’re seeing. There is no better example than the comments from RL 
Brown in a recent issue of the Phoenix Housing Market Letter. 

“Over the course of the last several weeks the national real estate press has reported that millennials are 
buying homes once again, staying away from the new home side of the market, that sales of homes are 
up, sales are down, that prices are stabilizing for new homes and climbing for resale homes or visa-ver-
sa, that resale inventories are down, that “small” is big, that the real estate market is bubbling again, that 
mortgages rates are going to stifle the market, that rising rates are adding to the demand for housing, that 
jobs are fleeing the east and west coasts be cause of real estate prices, that land prices have topped out, 
that construction jobs are returning, and just about any take on the markets that you would want to hear, 
from the good to the not-so-good.” 

It is my opinion that far too often national reports are agenda driven and written to support a personal or political 
opinion. Sensational agenda reporting can create turmoil and uncertainty. There always seems to be some big bad 
wolf just waiting to steal our porridge. At the Information Market, it’s our goal to provide timely, accurate and mean-
ingful data without bias. If we do our jobs correctly, our data will have practical value and our subscribers will be able 
to act on this data. 

When I read the national news reports, I see instability and fear, but when I view our local numbers I see a com-
pletely tame and healthy market highlighted by steady consistent growth. What makes our local housing numbers so 
remarkable the past year is just how consistent they have been.
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If our housing numbers were viewed in terms of a personal medical report, most of our reporting numbers would be 
in the ideal range. Appreciation is outpacing inflation and, while it would be nice to see more new home construction 
in the entry buyer ranges, our overall numbers are very good. We have seen 68 straight months of year-over-year 
gains in the median sales price. 

With regards to appreciation, I would like to add one last observation. If we take a little closer look at the median 
sales price, we see that prices tend to move up quickly during our selling season which begins the first of February 
and runs until our high temperatures arrive. Historically, the median sales price rises through June and then wobbles 
between July and the start of our next selling season. 
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With the exception of our extraordinary years, there is little to no change between the median price we see in June 
and the median sales price the following February. Big price swings between July and February are indicative of 
irregular market conditions. For the last four years the median sales price in June is virtually identical to the median 
sales price for the following February. This was also the case for the three years prior to the formation of the housing 
bubble. The median price observations above were further substantiated by intel gathered from our AVM modeling. 

Below are the seasonality factors by month. What this describes is how any one month relates to the average of all 
the other months in the year. For instance, May tends to run at 101.87% relative to the rest of the year and Septem-
ber runs at 98.49% relatively. If something normally sells for $100 and there is no growth occurring, it would sell for 
$101.87 in May and $98.49 in September.

Median Sales Price
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Note that these calculations are based upon the recorded date. Thus, when asking the question, “what month is 
the best to put an offer on a home?”, slide the months back about 45 days. [So at the end of August, the price 
would be the cheapest and at the end of April the price would be the most expensive.]

Jan    0.999250
Feb    0.995525
Mar    1.010100
Apr    1.017433

May    1.018700
Jun    1.022066
Jul    0.994933

Aug    0.992266
Sep    0.984933
Oct    0.982700
Nov    0.992633
Dec    1.001566

ARMLS Pending Price Index (PPI)

Last month STAT projected a median sales price for July of $242,500. The actual median sales price was 
$242,000, nearly spot on the projected median. Looking ahead to August, the ARMLS Pending Price Index ex-
pects prices to remain flat, projecting a median sales price of $242,000. Seasonal factors are clearly in play.
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The MLS sales volume in July was 7,853, roughly 2.9% higher than the 2016 total of 7,630. Sales volume for the 
first 7 months of 2017 was 8.2% higher than 2016, with 57,034 sales in 2017 compared to 52,721 for the first 7 
months of 2016. Like July, we enter August with fewer residential listings practically under contract this year. We 
begin August with 5,964 pending contracts, 3,571 UCB listings and 549 CCBS giving us a total of 10,084 residential 
listings practically under contract. This compares to 10,803 of the same type of listings one year ago. Even with few-
er “pending” listings this year compared to last, I expect sales in August of this year to be higher than the 7,843 sales 
in August of 2016.


